Aubrey Williams Resigns;
Other Profs Take Leaves
The resignation of Dr. Aubrey
Williams and leaves of absence
by several other members of the
humanities f a c u l t y were announced early this week by Dean
W. H. Masterson.
Dr. Williams, who joined the
Rice faculty last fall as a full
Professor of English, accepted a
research position at the University of Florida. "A number of
factors entered into my decision"
Dr. Williams told The Thresher.
New professors and courses in the
English and Philosophy Departments
are announced on paite 4.

other factors which influenced
his decision, Dr. Williams replied
that there were, "but those I do
not wish to talk about."
Other members of the English
Department will take leaves of
absence in 1961-62. Dr. Jackson
I. Cope will spend the year as
visiting pi'ofessor a t Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore,
Maryland, conducting courses in
Renaissance literature. J o h n s
Hopkins conferred upon him his
PhD in literature in 1952, and is
at present publishing his work.
Dr. Cope informed The Thresher that his plans beyond next
year are not definite. He made no
comment on the leave of absence
beyond pointing out the advantages and satisfaction of instructing in the University at which he
had formerly studied.
PROF. THAD N. MARSH, as(Continued on Page 5)
o

• "THE FIRST was the nature of
the appointment offered to me
at Florida," he said. The position,
that of Graduate Research Professor of English, will allow Dr.
Williams to engage in research
activities exclusively.
"Although such positions are
common in the sciences," he
pointed out, "they are exceptionally rare in the liberal arts."
A second reason Dr. Williams
gave for his resignation was the
difficulty of raising a large family in Houston. "With six children, it is hard to manage in a
"The literary magazine, Janus,
city like Houston," he said. (His
children must attend three dif- went before the publications
ferent, widely-separated schools.) board Tuesday, to press WednesWHEN ASKED if there were day and will be distributed in
about two weeks," P a t McGowan, Janus editor announced this
week.
Some of the writers from Rice
whose work will be included in
the magazine are Reed Martin,
Mary Woodson was crowned Katherine Kelly and Prof. J. D.
Queen of Rondelet during cere- Thomas of the English departmonies at the Rondelet Formal ment.
last Saturday night. Charlene
Contributions -to Janus also
Prppcott and Ann Hebert reign- come from Princeton University,
ed with Mary as princesses.
the University of Texas, ColumBecause of inclement weather, bia University and the University
the., annual beer-bike race, tradi- of Maryland.
tionally a feature of Rondelet
THE MAGAZINE, which will
Weekend, was: postponed. It will be 32 pages long, contains short
be staged instead tomorrow, Sat- stories, feature articles, and
urday, at 1:30 pm.
poetry. Works to be published
There is some doubt, however, were selected by a committee of
as to whether or not the race seven students: and a faculty
will be allowed next year; sev- member.
eral protests have been raised
Some poetry under final conf r o m the Houston community sideration
includes work
by
about it.
Nancy Flake, Lynn Woosley,
Will Rice College took top Julie Johnson, a n d Harvey
honors in the Songfest competi- Herschman. The number of poems
(Continued on Page 5)
tion Friday evening.

Janus At Printer's;
Editor Announces
Contents, Writers

Woodson Is Queen;
Bike Race Saturday

Few Rice Students Involved
In Isle's 'Splash Days' Riots
A key Rice University administration member said Tuesday
that he knew of no Rice students
involved in last week-end's student riots in Galveston.
Unofficial sources reported a
handful of Rice students on the
scene, one of whom was allegedly
arrested. This student was unavailable for comment as The
Thresher went to press.
APPROXIMATELY 4 0 0 0 to
5000 students from colleges
throughout the Southwest staged
a noisy and sometimes boisterous
ruckus on the Galveston seawall
during the Isle City's annual
Splash Days celebration.
Over 700 youths were arrested
by Isle policemen and law officers
from surrounding counties who
were called in to cope with the
situation.
ONE RICE STUDENT who
was in Galveston Saturday night
told The Thresher, "There were
thousands of students on the seawall in front of the Buccanneer
Hotel, drinking beer and singing
songs. Policemen were wandering
around carrying shotguns and

billy clubs."
He continued, "The situation
was just about balanced. The
police didn't really have complete control. Nearly everyone
you saw claimed they'd been
thrown in jail and gave varied
reasons f o r the s t a r t of the riot."
This year was the f i r s t time in
the 40-year history of Galveston's
Splash Days—which signifies the
opening of the Island's vacation
season—that any disturbance of
this caliber took place.
o
—-—•

Johnston Is Named
Honor Council Head
Robert Johnston was elected
Chairman of the Honor Council
for the 1961-62 term at a joint
meeting of the incoming and outgoing Councils Wednesday night.
Other officers are: Jim Bob Doty,
Vice-Chairman; Stephen Paine,
Trial Clerk; and Mary Ann Calkins, Secretary.
Regular members serving on
next year's Council are Jerry Osborne, Harry Lynch, Ronnie Marshall, Pat Shannon, Tom Wilson,
Don Lewis, Dorothy Lewis.
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Colleges Revamp Orientation
A s Rice Scraps 'Math W e e k '
By PHIL KUSNETZKY
A broad cultural, social, and academic orientation program is planned by the various colleges
f o r freshmen entering in September. It will
center around the University's drastically revised approach to the scholastic aspedts of
Freshman Week.
Instead of the traditional math and English
review, five morning lectures will be given by
Rice's Trustee Professors—Dr. Chillman, Bray,
Tsanoff, and two others to be decided upon. The
lectures will discuss the general topic: "What
is a University?"
Following the lectures, discussions led by faculty associates are planned in each of the colleges.
No other scholastic work will be required. The
afternoons and evenings are left free for activities planned by the colleges. Tours of the campus
and city, a trip to the theater, course registration, close contact with faculty associates, and—
of course—physicals, will occupy prominent
places in the week's activities.
All colleges will use a system of "advisers,"
"mentors," or "fellows"—upperclassmen whose
duty it is to orient a small group of freshmen to
the college, the university, and the city.
Particular programs of each college are listed
below:
Jones College
During the time before the lectures are scheduled to begin, Jones College is planning a buffet
supper at the home of Dr. Class. After this meal,
they plan a meeting with the officers and senior
advisers and general talks for the freshman
girls. „
Jbnes is planning to divide their tour of the
campus into two segments; one day will be spent
in viewing the outsides of the buildings and one
day going through them.
A visit to the Museum of Fine Ai*ts is scheduled. Jones is going to the theater with men
from Wiess and Hanszen.
On Friday there will be meeting with the
advisers and registration for courses. Sunday will

Thresher Receives
National
Award
For the first time since the fall
semester of 1957, The Thresher
received a First Class Honor Rating from the Associated Collegiate Press newspaper critical
service for its coverage of campus
news during the fall 1960 semester.
Rice's newspaper was among
some 350 college newspapers participating in the semi-annual
criticism directed by the University of Minnesota's Department
of Journalism.
With special commendation in
such areas as editox-ials, lay-out,
and balanced news coverage, The
Thresher received a total score of
3220. Required for the First Class
rating was a total of 3000.

end the week with some activity with Baker
College while the upperclassmen move in.
Wiess College
Wiess is offering a preview of courses during
the early part of the week. This will include
summaries of the course material together with
information on just what each professor expects
f r o m his students.
On Thursday there will be seminars with faculty associates and fellows to discuss essays
which will have been previously distributed to
the freshmen. These will deal with the philosophy
of a college education.
Wiess will have a model college night on Friday as a preview of coming events. Sunday will
feature a boat ride up the ship channel and a
book fair during which upperclassmen will be
able to sell their books to freshmen.
The Wiess program will attempt to give a
broad emphasis to the intellectual aspects of life
at Rice and try to create freshmen who are better oriented toward the campus and the city.
Will Rice College
Will Rice will feature daily seminars with
groups headed by one associate, one fellow and
one other member of the college. All time will
be occupied except time for reading during the
early night.
Dr. Bearden will have an active program of
physical activity. Mr. Parsons will rove around
the college communicating with freshmen.
The college is planning a special sightseeing
tour. One night will be devoted to college orientation and one to college system lectures. Will
Rice will emphasize facilities of culture in Houston.
The college feels that it is time io eliminate
the emphasis on activities that tend to strengthen
a tie to adolescence and its attendant lack of
concern. The freshmen need not be treated as
though they are not capable of more than they
were offered in times past; rather they should
be challenged to participate in activities t h a t
reflect a responsible direction and a concern f o r
(Continued on Page 2)

MANION SAYS MONDAY . .

Americanism Only Hope
Of Resisting Communism
By EUGENE KEILIN
Clai'ence Manion, former Dean
'of the Notre Dame School of
Law, author of a number of
pamphlets used in the American
Legion, Americanism programs,
and professor of Constitutional
law and a practicing attorney for
25 years, addressed a large group
of Rice students and a smaller
group of visitors Monday afternoon in the Library Lecture
Lounge.
Manion prefaced his speech by
announcing his intention to be
"somewhat provocative," telling
his audience he wished to explore their "interest in Law Day

and Loyalty'' and warning that
he would be dogmatic and categorical in a deliberate attempt to
be provocative. Maintaining that
he was not engaged in an academic discussion, the speaker
.characterized his r e m a r k s as
"practical and realistic."
PICTURING A WORLD struggle in which the forces of righjj
are drawn up in a parade of law
facing the forces of might drawn
up on the other side of the curtain in a parade of modern weapons, Manion asserted that Americanism presents the only sound
system on earth capable of defeating Communism. The war in
which we are engaged thus poses
a contest between Americanism
and Communism, and any form of
government suited to the temperament of its people can resist
Communism provided the substance of that government is the
substance of Americanism.
Discussing the struggle, Manion argued that right could not
prevail unless the American
people understand what the law
is. Reminding his listeners t h a t
the Declaration of Independence
maintains that all men are created equal, Manion asserted that
all "rights come from God, not
from the State," and that denial
(Continued on Page 2)

Faculty, Students Offer 'lolanthe'
At Hamman Hall Tonight, Saturday
The Gilbert and Sullivan Society of the Faculty and Students
of Rice University will present
their production of "lolanthe," an
operetta in two acts, tonight and
tomorrow at 8:15 in Hamman
Hall.
The play concerns a shepherd
boy and his father who both love
the same girl. The complexities
involved are typical of the Gilbert and Sullivan operetta.

The cast consists of a number
of faculty members and friends
of the University including Drs.
Jack Conner and Thomas Brackett, Mr. James Morehead, Mrs.
Madith DeZurko, and Miss Carolyn Cason, and a chorus of Rice
students. Arthur Hall of the
Shepherd School of Music will
conduct the orchestra.
Admission is free, but contributions for the society are encouraged.

c>
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Monkeys Beget Monkeys
The following editorial appeared in the Houston Chronicle on Monday.
May 1, 1961, and was titled "Students' Screwball Antics Question Value of
Education." Since the Fondren Library does not subscribe to any local
newspaper, The Thresher is printing this editorial in full.

These are silly days. While grown-ups are fretting over
ways to raise money for more schools and better paid teachers, the students are making them wonder whether education
is really worthwhile.
Rice University students scheduled a bicycle riding and
beer drinking contest Saturday as a demonstration, perhaps,
of what higher education does in developing the intelligence
and character of the students.
In Galveston, thousands rioted Friday night up and down
the seawall. Similar riots held during Easter vacation in
Florida apparently suggested the Galveston uproar. What
monkeys see monkeys do.
Recently we were treated to the sight of students of
several colleges pushing a bed across the state. This was
probably designed to show that the students, although weakminded, did have a certain amount of brawn. And then, of
course, we have the controversy over the book "Catcher in
the Rye" being required reading in one of the Texas University English classes. The objection made by one of our citizens
is scarcely justified on the ground that the book endangers
morals because four-letter words are inserted periodically,
much as a bad boy scrawls such words on the walls of an
outhouse.
The story deals with the reactions and thoughts of a
teen-ager, none of which rise above dull mediocrity.
Why any teacher trying to instill in his students some
idea of what constitutes real literature would make such a
book required reading will be one of the unsolved mysteries of
our time.
Jj"
Sj!
The Houston Chronicle's pious defamation of America's
college students, especially those nurtured in its own front yard,
shows a serious lack of journalistic responsibility to the public
and an utter lack of mentality.
The distortions expressed in this bit puerile garbage imply that such isolated episodes as Rice's traditional beer-bike
race, the aimless, unfortunate messes at Fort Lauderdale and
Galveston, and the bed-pushing stunt are pertinent illustrations
of the "intelligence and character" of contemporary collegians.
That on this fallacious basis they point a spotless finger at
college faculties and administrators is a telling admission of
the reliance of our society upon professional educators to mold
the character of its youth.
Monkeys beget, monkeys, Mr. Editor.
Pushing a bed or inhaling one can of beer certainly displays
as much intelligence and character as coming home from the
office to read The Chronicle's "Astro-guide" or gazing blearily
at an adult western with scotch and water in hand.
Obviously the fact that college students don't spend 24
hours a day in lab trying to beat the Russians hints at Red
subversion of our universities. And the unheard-of words in
books being forced on college students by the pink professors
is clear*evidence of the Communist plot to demoralize American
youth. Monkeys may be able to comprehend a four-letter word,
but certainly not the meaning of a frustrated adolescent's search
for values and status in our hyper-organized society.
"Silly times"? Ask us, Mr. Editor. Ask the heirs of your
filter-tip world of blue laws and clever beer ads, where flabby
100-percent-American matrons shriek and drop their stoles
whenever anyone makes them seriously question Robert Welch
or Christianity. But for God's sake don't knock your allegedly
depraved sons and daughters who are trying to understand the
mess you have placed us in and find a way out of it.
Since the sanctioning of drinking one can of beer a year
is evil in this sopping-wet city and riding a bicycle or pushing
a bed is detrimental to the development of intellect and character, perhaps it would be a good idea for the editors of The
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Chronicle (and other righteous Houston crusaders) to lay off
the liquor and exercise and develop a little intellect and character in their writing.
It is unfortunate that several hundred thousand Houstonians look to The Chronicle for the truth. It almost makes one
proud that the Rice University library includes The Chronicle
among the other Houston papers to which it does not bother
to subscribe.
0

The Last Go-Round
Clarence Manion's Forum Address Monday was at best a
mixed blessing. Although Mr. Manion's comments on the foundation of American law were not very respectable intellectually,
the rather violent response from students was as unlooked for
as it was welcome.
Mr. Manion's speech is open to some very serious questions.
His basis premise, that the United States Constitution and
Declaration of Independence were based upon absolute truth
and imply a Christian God, is dubious if not absurd. Historically,
many of the men who shaped the Revolution and these two
documents were thinkers in the tradition of the French Enlightenment; their faith was in reason and man, and they left
no room for anything but an abstract, not creative, God. Intellectually, if the Founding Fathers had been in possession of
absolute truth, there would have been no need and, in fact, no
excuse for freedom. There could have been no Bill of Rights.
Is it possible that Jefferson, author of the Declaration of
Independence and a Deist, could have infused that document
with those Christian principles he did not himself believe? And
what about the broad implications of the statement equating
Americanism with belief in Mr. Manion's God? Does this mean
that all atheists are Communists?
Unfortunately, we never heard Mr. Manion's answer to
these questions. Those he didn't evade, he shouted down. Student after student, restrained at first—even with the unbelieveable character of Mr. Manion's speech—stood up to question
him. They were put off at first, and finally shut up by Mr.
Manion when he saw the discussion turning against him. Remarkably, most students kept their tempers to the end, and
those who did interrupt or hiss were sore beset.
Of the same calibre as the Manion performance was the
conduct Q£ those townspeople who came to hear him. They were
a small but vociferous minority. We have no objection to their
vociferousness; in fact, we are glad they have an opinion. But
somehow, their writing down names of anti-Manion students
seemed a little out of place. And the attitude of one questioner
toward Rice atheists was quite objectionable; we students have
as much right to our beliefs as anyone else does, and Mr. Manion's own Constitution guarantees us the right to speak them
freely.
The really cheering aspect of Monday's Forum was the
clear demonstration that Rice students are not going to be
taken in by demagoguery or flag-waving. Only an intelligent
speech will be respected in our Forum. And apparently political
apathy is not so widespread on our campus as this newspaper,
among others, often charges. A pat on the back for the muchmaligned Rice undergraduate. And while we're at it, another
one for the Forum Committee, for daring to bring controversy
onto our sacred lawns. They set up the best Forum of the year.
The two most important lessons coming out of Monday's
Forum are also the happiest: American students are still free
to question. And they still do.—W. P.

History

Registration

All present and future history majors are asked to register with Professor W. H.
Nelson on W e d n e s d a y or

Reset

Thursday, May 10-11, between
2-5 pm, 214 Anderson Kail
instead of May 8-9 as originally announced.

Manion
(Continued from Page 1)
of this fact, in effect, constitutes
Communism.
IF ANY OF our advocates are
lacking in the Faith of our Fathers, then our advocacy is going
to fall down." Manion claimed
that the American system cannot
be defended with any other presuppositions than those of the
founding fathers. "Whenever God
goes out of the hearts of any
people, the vacuum sucks in a
tyranny to fill its place."
According to Manion, Madison
staked the future of America
not on the power of government
but on self government.
Manion predicted a future
which would have to answer the
dilema of faith versus Communism.
A SPIRITED question and answer period followed Manion's
presentation. Most of the questioners seemed to disagree with
Manion's Contentions, although
his acknowledgement of membership on the advisory council of
the controversial John Birch Society was followed by vigorous
applause from a small number
of students, faculty members and
visitors. Manion argued with
many of his questioners, accusing
one of not doing his homework
and stopping others before they
completed their questions.
Justifying American intervention, in Cuba and other Communist countries, Manion asserted,
"There is a revolt in spirit if not
in fact in every country which
is controlled by Communism,"
maintaining that America was
obligated to use its might in defense of what it considered to
be right, but that the Communists used might as an end in itself.
MANION ARGUED for the
support of dictators such as Franco and Samoza on the grounds
that they were fighting Communism today much as Stalin fought
Hitler during World War II. He
claimed that the idea that it is
possible to transplant democracy
is ridiculous. After all, he pointed out, Franco's spies have never
been caught in the cryptographic
department of the Department of
State.
Repeating claims similar to
those of Robert Welch, Birch Society founder, Manion charged
that the infiltration of Communists into the US was "pretty far
and pretty deep" and that the
Communists movement is sponsored by the elite, not by "overalls and dirty hands."

New Frosh Orientation..
(Continued from Page 1)
the cultural background that is so difficult to
obtain here.
The key to succes lies in the offering of a
wide and diverse range of activities, with no
particular emphasis in any one category or field
of interest.
Hanszen College
Besides the regular lectures, discussions, and
tours, Hanszen College plans a system of personal counseling by associates, a trip to the Alley
Theater, and two college nights: one featuring
the Associates, Master, and Cabinet which will
emphasize the College and its role in the University, the other presenting a stimulating speaker
from outside the "Rice sphere." Additional activities are currently under consideration.
A book—possibly Crane Brinton's "Shaping of
the Modern Mind"—will be sent to freshmen
during the summer for study and use in the
first week's seminars.
The core of Hanszen's Freshman Week program and Orientation program is the system of
Advisers—ten seniors and junior § who each take
charge of a group of eight freshmen and provide orientation in all fields of university life.
The Advisers will conduct the Freshman Week
activities and be "the man with the answers"
throughout the year.
Although the Advisers will carry the weight
of the Orientation program during the year,

other aspects are also important. In order to
prevent over-reacting against the old system of
"guidance" Hanszen has arranged for the advisers, the faculty counselors, and the compulsory—though modified—"guidance" program to
be kept under a single coordinator and considered as three aspects of a single, comprehensive
plan. In this way it is felt that the great benefits of the new "Advisers" program can be
achieved without neglecting the important contributions toward college unity possible from a
successful "Guidance" program.
Baker College
The program at Baker College will be under
the direction of the college Mentors who will act
as advisers to the freshmen during the week
and the entire year.
Baker will begin its program with a wiener
roast the first day. The first formal gathering
will be the buffet supper on the second night.
The outstanding feature of the week is expected to be a group of discussions on such topics as student government; student organizations;
religion at Rice.
There will be a social event with Jones on the
last day of the week. Inter-sectional athletic
competition will be sponsored during this week>
Baker College is in complete accordance with
the basic philosophy set for in the Student Association report and will therefore use this to
guide all activities during the week.
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Social Calendar Will
Be Planned Monday
There will be a meeting of
all organization social chairmen in the conference room of
the Student Center at 7:00
pm Monday night to plan the
social calendar for the year
1961-1962. All concerned are
advised to have dates ready for
submission and arbitration at
this time.

Gvil Liberties Union
Director To Visit
Houston On May 10
Rice students and facutly "will
have a first-hand opportunity to
become acquainted with t h e
ideals, techniques, and structure
of the American Civil Liberties
Union when its executive director
makes a Houston appearance
Wednesday, May 10.

Currently battling tooth-andnail with the Birchmen in newspaper headlines, the ACLU in
recent months has taken liberal,
literate stands against the Birch
Society, "Operation Abolition,"
the House Un-American Activities Committee, and the blue
Phi Lambda Upsilon, honorary laws.
chemical society, will initiate its
The ACLU leader, Patrick Murpledges this evening-, Friday, at phy Malin of New York City,
5:30, in the Fondren Library a former professor of economics
Lecture Lounge.
a t Swarthmore College, is apA banquet a t Pier 21 will fol- pearing at 8 pm Wednesday unlow the initiation.
der sponsorship of the Greater
Alpha Alpha, the Rice Chapter, Houston Chapter of the ACLU.
will initiate Chris Knudsen and
Final arrangements as to loJames Peterson, fifth-year en- cation will be announced in the
gineers; Earl Vanzant and Ken- local newspaper or can be found
neth Keating, senior chemical out by telephoning F A 3-3751.
engineers; Richard Weinberg and
William Knight, senior chemistry
Last Blast
majors;
Saturday night is the last
Ned Aronson, Jr., Victor Ed- opportunity to escape pre-final
wards, William Gorman, Jr., blues. The OWLS are contributErnest Greene, Jr., Brooke Ham- ing f r e e beer and live music at
ilton, James Orchard, and„ John their LAST BLAST All-School
H. Pendergrass, all junior chem- dance at the Alief Warehouse
ical engineers; and George Fisk from 9 pm to 1 am. The dance
and C. J. Peters:, junior chemistry will be strictly casual, with
majors.
tickets f o r $1.50 a couple.
4<<<<<4<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<4<<<<<<<<<<<<<<4.

Chem Society Sets
Initiation, Banquet
For Pledges Tonight

\20-Cent Draft Beeri
EVERY NIGHT
AFTER 9
ALL DAY SUNDAY, |
MAY 7
|
a t the
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iBring Your ID and Blanket;
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:
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in a aeries of polls conducs e n t a t i v e a in o v e r 100
colleges throughout the
nation.
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Light up an EM,

and a n s w e r
t h e s e questions. Then compare your
a n s w e r s w i t h those of 1,383 other
college s t u d e n t s (at bottom of p a g e ) .

Pack or Box

Question #1:
Answer:

Do you favor coeds wearing Bermuda shorts to class?
Yes
No

Question #2:

(MEN) How much money do you spend on a Saturday night
date, on the average?
(WOMEN) HOW much money do you estimate your date
spends on your Saturday night date, on the average?
Less than $3
$3-$9I
$10-$14
Over $20$15-$20_

Answer:

Answer:

Answer:

SANITARY
LAUNDERERS

B a n k

per annum current r a t e

Question #4:
Compliments of

Texas National

The Smart Money Earns 4 T o - 4 times a year

Question #3:

5111 BUFFALO SPEEDWAY
NEAR BISSONNET — MO 7-7533

Three
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Do ;y*ou favor an elective speed-up-system to allow qualifying for a BS or a BA in three years?
Favor speed-up system
Don't favor speed-up system
Check the occasions when you're most likely to smoke more
than usual:
In class
On a date
At sports events
1
Under stress and strainListening to musicWatching TV
On week ends at homeAt bull sessions
While studying
After studying-

Tl

Start Fresh with K M ...Stay Fresh with UH
Answer, Question #1: Men: Yes 57%-No 43%. Women: Yes 48%-No 52%
Answer, Question *2: (Men's and Women's answers combined): Less
than $3, 23%. $3-$!), (55%. $10-$14, 9%. $15-$20, 2%. Over $20, 1%.
C a m p u s Answer, Question *3: Favor speed-up system 55%
Opinion
Don't favor speed-up system 45%
Answers: Answer, Question #4: In class 2%. On a date 8%. At sports events 4^..
Under stress and strain 20%. Listening to music 4%. Watching TV 7%. On week ends
a t home 3%. At bull sessions 22 r r. While studying 2%. After studying 3%.
When you smoke is your business. What you smoke, we hope, is ours. Vou start fresh
with L S M, and you stay fresh with L*M. Do away with dried-out taste for good. The
sccret? Flavor Seal . . . L*M"s special way of moisturizing tobacco to seal In natural
tobacco freshness . . . natural tobacco goodness. Get fresh-tasting —best-tasting L*M.
LAM Campus Opinion Poll was taken at over .100 c o l l e g e s w h a r e L&M has s t u d e n t r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s , and may not
be a s t a t i s t i c a l l y random selection of ail uncJergradi-ate s c h o o l s .
M 9 6 1 Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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GREAT BETWEEN COURSES!
Get that refreshing new feeling with Coke!
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

HOUSTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

Philosophy, English Changes
Announced By Chaimin
By DOUG JOHNSON
Amid the flux of transition,
definite plans have been completed for a new curriculum in the
philosophy and English departments for next year.
The Philosophy Department is
adding a promising new professor to its staff, Dr. John Alan
Robinson from Princeton. Dr.
Robinson completed his undergraduate work at Cambridge,
coming to this country to obtain
his doctorate. Though he majored
in ancient Greek philosophy, he is
known for his work in science
and logic; his courses next year
will be Logic (321), Advanced
Logic (322), Philosophy of Science (323), and Problems in
Philosophy of Science (324). He
will spend this summer doing research at the Argonne National
Laboratory.
THE DEPARTMENT is revising its curriculum above the
sophomore level by offering a
more advanced and broader program. It is adopting the semester
system, by which the student will
be offered a greater diversity of
studies. Graduate students of
philosophy will be offered much
more advanced work.
Specifically, Philosophy 300,
The History of Philosophy is becoming a two-year course, in the
hopes of avoiding repitition as
I

the farther
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the milder,
the cooler,
the smoother
it tastes
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Checks Cashed

GEORGE GARRETT, the Houston poet and playwright, will be
a visiting lecturer on campus.
Garrett is a Phi Beta Kappa from
Princeton who is to receive his
doctorate shortly. He is a Ford
fellow, has worked with the Alley
Theatre, and has received several
prizes in poetry. This spring he
is publishing a novel, a book of
poems, and a volume of short
stories.
ON THE STAFF next year will
be Dr. Walter Isle from Stanford, but he is taking a year's
leave of absence; Dr. Isle recently received a Fulbright Award.
In his absence will be Mrs.
Laurita Hill, a Ph. D. from the
University of Texas. Still another addition, a well-known"
scholar on the Eighteenth Century, is anticipated, but the department is withholding his name
until his acceptance is assured.

UNIVERSITY STATE BANK

IP'fAk., C

flip)
ifS?

Complete Cleaning
Laundry Service

well as offering a more complete
study. Philosophy 100 is being
dropped from the curriculum in
lieu of new freshman courses in
the humanities, though the administration hopes to work it in
the schedule eventually.
THE NEW CURRICULUM of
the English department had been
completed before Dr. Aubrey Williams' resignation; therefore the
plans at present are rather indefinite. Nevertheless, the department is looking forward to
the membership of several new
figures next year.
Alan Grob, who recently received his Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin, will join the
staff, offering courses on the literature of the 19th century. Dr.
Grob has already published an
article on Wordsworth.

:
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THIS ONE'S
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Make a date* with flavor. Try Chesterfield King.
Every satisfying puff is Air-Softened to enrich the
flavor and make it mild. Special porous papeK
/
lets you draw fresh air into the full king length of ,
top-tobacco, straight Grade-A all the way.
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Join the swing to

ha& a complete selection of
books, college )jewelry, college
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Tennis Team Meets TCU;Williams
Baseball, Track On Road
A tennis match with TCU, last
of the season for the Owl netters, is the only home action for
Rice teams this week as the track
and baseball squads go on the
road. Emmett Brunson's cindermen were in Austin for a triangular meet with TU and the
Aggies yesterday, and Dell Morgan's charges meet SMU in a
two-game series today and tomorrow.

ings. The Owls edged TCU 9-7
on last Friday thanks to some
fine play by shortstop Butch
Blume, but the second game on
Saturday was rained out and will
probably not be replayed, as it
will have no bearing on the conference championship.

After the two road games with
the Ponies, 0-9 in loop play, the
Owls close out the season next
weekend against second place
RICE CAN CLINCH second Baylor in another two-game serplace in SWC tennis competition ies.
Saturday by sweeping the match
ALTHOUGH THE OWLS did
with the Frogs. Any Owl title
hopes were eliminated last week well in the Drake relays at Des
when Texas downed SMU, the Moines, Iowa last week, they
don't figure to place too highly
third place team.
in a triangular meet. However,
However, there is still a chance hopes are brighter for the SWC
for the Owls to have the individ- track and field meet, to be held
ual winners in singles and doubles next week in Houston, since with
competition as these are deter- six teams competing the points
mined at the SWC tournament, to will be spread out a little more
be held on the Rice courts next evenly.
week. Defending singles champ
In the Drake meet, the Owls
Paul Como and 1958-59 titlist
Ronnie Fisher will probably be took second place in both 440 and
the Owl entries in the conference 880 relays. Norman Charlton
placed fourth in the 120-yard high
meet.
hurdles, Fred Hansen was fifth in
RICE MUST SWEEP its last the broad jump, and Taylor
four baseball games to have a Jones made the finals in the 100
chance at a .500 season and sec- yard dash, but failed to place.
ond place in the final loop stand-

BREAKFAST — LUNCH — DINNER
WEEKDAYS: 7-7
SUNDAYS: 4-9
CHARCOAL BROILER
STEAKS — HAMBURGERS — HOME MADE PIES

SHORT ORDERS TO GO JA 8-9121

COX'S

Janus.
(Continued from Page 1)
in this group to be published will
depend on the final length of the
magazine.
JANUS WILL ALSO include
a series of cartoons on the civil
war by Charlie Dent and a drawing by Helen Morgan.
The price of publication will
be paid by literary society contributions and by advertising.
Copies of Janus will go to every
Rice student and faculty member and to each Houston high
school, to a number of universities throughout the country, and
to friends: of Rice.

See Us For:

* CORSAGES FOR SENIOR
PROM AND COMMENCEMENT
* WEDDING ARRANGEMENTS
1716 BISSONNET
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Fine Food For Everyone
2520 Amherst
IN THE VILLAGE
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5422 Richmond Rd.
9047 So. Main
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Band trips will' probably in£
clude visits to Austin and Fort s
Worth plus a much hoped for £
New Year's Day appearance at
an undetermined location.
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UNCLE BEN'S
Pancake
House
2510 Rice Blvd.
In the Village — Three Blocks from the Rice Campus

I

*
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z
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Hermann
INC.
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Towers Building
JA-2-1037
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SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
Shampoo and Set Plus Creme Rinse
$ 2.00
Hair Cut
2.00
Permanents
10.00
Mr. Hans
Jean Dorlanestein—Director

O P E N NOW

OPEN

HERMANN PROFESSIONAL BLDG.

Brooks System Sandwich Shops

The football season is still four
months away, but plans are rapidly being made for tljg Fall activities of the .Rice Owl Band.

Barry Moore, named as the
Drum Major for the 61-62 Band
will attend the Drum Major
School at Sam Houston State College during the latter part of the
summer.

DUTCH K E T T L E

'ONE'S A MEAL'

Owl Band Plans
For '61 Season
Pat Piper, the band president
for 1961-62, and other members
of the band are working out the
final details of the design for
the new band uniform which will
be seen for the first time when
the Owls open the season against
L.S.U. September 23.

(Continued from Page 1)
sistant professor of English and
Assistant to the President, will
divide his one year leave of absence between the Huntington Library at Pasadena, California,
and Oxford University.
Two Psychology professors will
take one-year leaves. Dr. Bradford B. Hudson will join the National Science Foundation as a
"referee" of grants, and Dr. Donald E. Walker will be at M.I.T.'s
Center of Communication.
Dr. Dwight S. Brothers, an
associate professor of Economics,
will be in the nation's capital to
study business trends during the
coming year.
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PAR"

for the man of action
This new luxury knit by Arrow gives to the active or
spectator sportsman unequaled comfort, quality and
good looks. In addition to complete freedom of action
it is the perfect wash and wear knitted sport
shirt. Careful tailoring is obvious in the
fashion ribbed collar and classic
placket design. This value, shirt
is available in a wide variety
of colors.

$5.95

7 A.M.- 10 P. M.

Weekdays and Sundays
7 A. M. — 1 A. M.
Fridays and Saturdays

2 6 Varieties of Pancakes
Plus a selection of other foods

-ARROW*
^
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STUDENTS

By FRYAR CALHOUN
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earnings at M . C .
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Lohwater Sees Choice:
Competition Or Oblivion

6631 S. Main

JA 9-3501

of ideas rather than one of conSpeaking to an intent audience formity and acceptance.
in Wiess College Tuesday night,
LOHWATER, WHO is leaving
Dr. A. J . Lohwater of the ma- the school this year, expressed
thematics department added to the opinion that Rice is at a
his already controversial reputa- crossroads and that the choice of
tion in a f r a n k discussion of the new president will determine
Rice's problems as he sees them. whether the university takes a
turn f o r the better or "passes on
Dr. Lohwater reiterated many
to oblivion."
of the views which he expressed
earlier this year in Will Rice ColHe continued that the new preslege (Thresher, March 10): that ident, before he accepts the poconflict of ideas and open dis- sition, must obtain certain concussion of controversy comprise cessions which will enable him to
the lifeblood of a university, that stock the faculty with really outthe "intellectual eunuchs" in ed- standing professors. According to
Lohwater,
the administration
ucational fields are largely remust be willing to pay well f o r
sponsible f o r student disillusion- good men, to search f o r promisment, and that youth should be a ing young educators, and to extime of criticism and inspection amine closely the contribution of
each faculty member to the university.

Tareyton delivers the flavor...
THE TAREYTON RING MARKS THE REAL THING?/.

DUAL

HE SAID THAT cleaning out
the "deadwood" in the present
faculty would be profitable. In
reply to a question, Lohwater
commented that the number of
Rice professors who could hold
permanent positions a t a really
first-rate university "could be
counted on the fingers of both
hands."
The q u e s t i o n , he said, is
whether Rice is to compete—academically—in the Southwest Conference or in the Ivy League. In
order to improve the University,
Lohwater added, several changes
must be made: the traditionbound policies of the administration must be challenged, the fac
ulty must begin to express their
own opinions rather than bowing
meekly to the Wishes of the board,
and the students must find an
active voice in a student newspaper which, he said, is now nonexistent.

m

SOUTH M A I N
BARBER SHOP
Special Monday Rates
for
Rice Students Only
regular hair cuts $1.00
flat tops $1.25
6626 SOUTH MAIN
(Across from the Medical
Towers)
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Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!
The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with
a pure white outer filter—to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.
Tareyton delivers-and you enjoy-the beat taste of the best tobaccos*

Tareyton

DUAL FILTER

M i n if M a n
Car Wash
«

T W white
outer filter
ACTIVATED
CHARCOAL,
inner filter
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Car

Washing

6001 S. MAIN
6900
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